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Abstract

Flags are conceptual representations that can prime nationalism and allegiance to one’s group. Investigating children’s understanding of conflict-related ethnic flags in divided societies sheds light on the development of national categories. We explored the development of children’s awareness of, and preferences for, ethnic flags in Northern Ireland, Kosovo, and the Republic of North Macedonia. Children displayed early categorization of, and ingroup preferences for, ethnic flags. By middle-childhood, children’s conflict-related social categories shaped systematic predictions about other’s group-based preferences for flags. Children of minority-status groups demonstrated more accurate flag categorization and were more likely to accurately infer others’ flag preferences. While most Balkan children preferred divided versus integrated ethnic symbols, children in the Albanian majority group in Kosovo demonstrated preferences for the new superordinate national flag. We discuss the implications of children’s ethno-national flag categories on developing conceptualizations of nationality and the potential for shared national symbols to promote peace.
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Children’s Ethno-National Flag Categories in Three Divided Societies

Flags are conceptual representations of group membership that can prime nationalism and allegiance to one’s group (Butz, 2009; Firth, 1973). Flags of rival groups in post-accord societies may fuel further divisions (Bryson & McCartney, 1994; Holmes & Cagle, 2000; Jarman, 1997; Morris, 2005). Yet, in settings of historic intergroup conflict, flags may also symbolize unity and peace. For instance, in Bolivia, the Wiphala flag holds dual status with the Bolivian flag; flown side by side, these flags symbolize unity with the indigenous minority population (Flesken, 2014). In Kosovo, the creation of a new flag after the break from Yugoslavia symbolized the formation of a new superordinate national identity—the Kosovar identity (Maloku, Derks, Van Laar, & Ellemers, 2016). Given these multiple meanings and representations, investigating children’s understanding of the symbolic content of flags representing conflict-related groups and national allegiances can shed light on early conceptions of nationality. Framed by Social Identity Development Theory (SIDT; Nesdale, 1999; 2004), we investigate the development of categorization of, and preferences for, ethnic flags in three post-accord societies: Northern Ireland (NI), the Republic of North Macedonia (RNM), and Kosovo.

NI, RNM, and Kosovo have each had a relatively recent period of intergroup violence sparked in part by contested national identities, resulting in two dominant ethno-national categories in each society. Here, ethno-national groups have a distinct ethnic heritage, culture, religion, and in the Balkans, also language. While all three societies have reached a formal peace agreement, intergroup tensions remain, and children are socialized in the history of intergroup conflict (Taylor & McKeown, 2019). For example, all three societies have divided education systems.

NI was formed with the partition of the island of Ireland in the early 1920s, resulting in a constitutional dispute over the sovereignty of the region. Now a part of the United Kingdom, Protestants and Catholics make up 48% and 45% of the resident NI population respectively (NI Census, 2011).
Protestants, the historic majority status group, largely identify as British and/or Northern Irish, while Catholics, the historic minority status group, largely identify as Irish (ARK, 2019). The most recent period of intergroup violence known as the ‘Troubles’ (1968-1998) resulted from conflict over the authority of the region and the rights of Catholics. The region has been in relative peace, interspersed with bouts of tension, since the 1998 Good Friday Agreement.

RNM has a history of intergroup tension due to the rise of Albanian nationalism, traced back to the 1970’s in the former Yugoslavia. One major issue was the use of flags; the ethnic minority Albanians (25% of the population) preferred the Albanian ethnic flag (Figure 1). The ethnic majority group, Macedonians (64% of the population) viewed this nationalism and flagging as a sign of possible secession from the state. In 2001, violence erupted between Macedonians and Albanians, subsiding with constitutional changes implemented as part of the subsequent Ohrid Framework peace agreement granting more rights to Albanians (Reka, 2008). Macedonians viewed 2001 events as terrorism, while Albanians perceived the agreement as victory for Albanian human rights and national pride (Petroska-Beska & Najcevska, 2004; Serafimovska & Markovik, 2006). Distinct discourses of Macedonian and Albanian ethnic nationalism have led to polarization of the social space today (Atanasov, 2005; Trajkovski, 2005).

In Kosovo, a rise in Serbian nationalism following the succession of Slobodan Milosevic (1989–2004) and the breakup of Yugoslavia led to uprisings and armed conflict (1998-1999). The conflict was primarily between the Albanian ethnic majority (87% of the population) resisting oppression and seeking independence, and the Serb security forces (Serb ethnic minority make up about 8% of the population1; European Centre for Minority Issues Kosovo, 2013). The 1999 Kumanovo Agreement set

---

1 Population statistics are highly sensitive in the Kosovo context and should be taken with caution. Ethnic group percentages used in this paper are those from the European Center for Minority Issues - Kosovo (ECMI Kosovo, 2013). These data combine estimates from the last Population Census (2011), which was partly boycotted by ethnic Serbs, and other relevant election sources to present more accurate estimates of the Serb population in the country.
the stage for Kosovo’s declaration of independence from Serbia in 2008, which was celebrated by ethnic Albanians, but largely condemned by ethnic Serbs (Maloku, et al., 2016). Today, Europe’s newest country prides itself on being ‘newborn,’ and creating a ‘Kosovar identity’ to provide members of the two ethnic groups an overarching category that surpasses their ethnic sub-identification. The new national flag of the Republic of Kosovo was designed to resemble the flag of the European Union, also including a map of the country’s fragile borders, as well as six overarching white stars, each representing a formally recognized ethnic group in the country (Figure 2; see Maloku et al., 2016; Maloku, Kelmendi, & Vladisavljević, 2017; Maloku, Derks, Van Laar, & Ellemers, 2019 for more background on the post-independent identity-building process).

Learning about national categories can be quite complex, especially in societies such as NI, RMN, and Kosovo where overlap between nationality and ethnicity has been historically, or is currently, contested. Unlike other social categories (e.g. gender, race), nationality is often not a visibly identifiable social cue. Moreover, nations are an evolutionarily modern construct consisting of ‘imagined communities’ based on ethnic connections, both real and fabricated (Anderson, 1983). Nations, like ethnic groups, share myths of common ancestry (Connor 1994). The “formation of national identity is a dynamic, contentious, historical process of social construction” (Ting, 2008, p. 453), arising from shifting political demands of ethnic communities, such as requests for moderate forms of autonomy to the creation of a separate and sovereign states (Eriksen, 1993). National symbols can objectify the otherwise abstract political, social, and psychological construction of the nation (Butz, 2009; Firth, 1973). Indeed, for adults, flags are incredibly important for increasing, and sustaining, attention to national categories (Billig, 1995). Exposure to national flags can increase regard for flags, and subsequently, national identification (Kemmelmeier & Winter, 2008; Feschbach & Sakano, 1997; Schatz
& Lavine, 2007). Thus, examining children’s awareness and preference for ethno-national flags has implications for their understanding of, and identification with, national categories.

Early work on children’s beliefs about national categories was based on stage theories of cognitive development, proposing that young children’s thinking about nationality was naïve (e.g. Piaget & Weil, 1951; Jahoda, 1963a). Such research proposed that cognitive limitations and lack of exposure to different national groups prevented young children from understanding civic relationships, for example, between nations and states or competing civic identities (e.g. that an individual who is Scottish is also by definition English; Jahoda, 1963a; see also Feeney, Dautel, Phillips, Leffers, & Coley, 2020, for an updated discussion of children’s theories of nationality). These conceptual errors are understandable given the complexity of nationality categories.

However, more recent work on the development of social cognition demonstrates that even young children hold systemic beliefs about abstract categories, such as nationality (Barrett, 2013; DeJesus, Hwang, Dautel & Kinzler, 2018; Feeney, et al., 2020; Hussak & Cimpian, 2019). Children demonstrate a remarkable ability to detect relevant and salient social information from their surroundings. By age 5, children identify their nationality and recognize their national flag (Barrett, 2013). Moreover, children integrate social information about an individual’s place of birth, language, and accent to make nationality judgments (Carrington & Short, 1995; DeJesus et al., 2018; Feeney et al., 2020). Particularly in societies in which social life is defined by ethnicity or nationality (Taylor, Dautel, & Rylander, 2020a), and divided between two significant subgroups (Brewer, 1999), children must understand the features associated with national categories to successfully navigate daily life.

Social Identity Development Theory (SIDT) provides a framework for investigating the development of ethno-national categories (Nesdale, 1999; 2004). SIDT outlines how children’s understanding and use of social categories is not only related to the development of cognitive abilities,
but also to their social contexts (Nesdale, Maass, Durkin, & Griffiths, 2005). SIDT proposes four phases of ethnic categorization: (1) undifferentiated--ethnic categories are not yet salient, (2) ethnic awareness--children begin to attend to ethnic categories, (3) ethnic preference--children develop a preference for the ethnic ingroup over the outgroup, and (4) ethnic prejudice--children demonstrate negative attitudes or behaviors towards the outgroup (Nesdale et al., 2005). Although SIDT predicts that ethnic awareness is foundational to the development of subsequent phases, children do not necessarily move through all phases. It is possible, for instance, to be aware of relevant ethno-national categories, and hold positive attitudes towards one’s ingroup, but not hold negative attitudes towards the outgroup (Bennett et al., 2004).

With a focus on effects of context, SIDT can be applied to understand the development of ethno-national categories that map onto salient conflict-related social groups. Tense intergroup relations or perceived threats to group status may shift the development of ethno-national categories from ethnic awareness to also include increased preferences for the ingroup and/or prejudice toward the outgroup (Oppenheimer, 2011). For instance, of children raised amid intergroup tensions in the Basque Country, those from Basque-speaking homes considered themselves ‘from Basque country’ while those from Spanish-speaking homes considered themselves to be ‘from Spain;’ here children also assigned positive and negative attributes to their perceived ingroup and outgroup respectively (Reizábal, Valencia, & Barrett, 2004). Similarly, in NI, children’s strength of national identity was positively correlated with positive attitudes towards the ingroup, but only Catholic (not Protestant) children’s national identification was correlated with negative attitudes toward the outgroup (Gallagher & Cairns, 2011). Thus, childhood is a critical period for social categorization as the developmental trajectory of ethnic awareness and group preference can shape later intergroup relations.
For ethno-national categories of an abstract nature and that cannot be easily visually distinguished, such as those discussed here, group symbols may be especially informative (Brewer, 1999). Indeed, children demonstrate early awareness of national symbols. Quantitative studies measuring European children’s awareness of a range of national and cultural symbols, find that children recognize national symbols (e.g. flags, anthems, historical icons), and that knowledge increases with age (Barrett, 2013; Jahoda, 1963b). In post-accord societies of NI and RNM, children categorized a range of conflict-related social and cultural group symbols (e.g. representing sports, foods, religious, geographical markers, and flags) by group labels (NI: Protestant/Catholic/British/Irish and RNM: Macedonian/Albanian; Taylor et al., 2020a; Tomovska Misoska, Taylor, Dautel & Rylander, 2020). In both societies, children were able to accurately categorize symbols related to both their ingroup and outgroup categories by the age of six, and awareness of conflict-related symbols increased with age. Furthermore, in NI, children categorized symbols more accurately by ethno-national labels (British/Irish) than ethno-religious labels (Protestant/Catholic), demonstrating the salience of national categories in this setting. Thus, in line with SIDT, children demonstrate awareness of ethno-national symbols and categories early in childhood.

**Current Study**

Because of the prevalence of flags as national emblems, and the importance of flags for objectifying and maintaining the salience of national categories (Billig, 1995; Butz, 2009), it is paramount to explore children’s reasoning about flags, specifically, in relation to conflict-related ethno-national categories (Oppenheimer, 2011). First, we aim to investigate the development of children’s categorization of, and preferences for, ethno-national flags across three post-accord societies. While children as young as five identify with their nationality, the degree of identification and subjective importance placed on national identity increases with age across early- to middle-childhood (Barrett,
In line with these findings and with SIDT, we hypothesize that children’s awareness of, and preferences for, ethno-national flags will also emerge early and increase with age. Moreover, we employ two tasks to test children’s preferences, one asking children which flag they themselves prefer, and also, which flag they predict another fictitious child, labelled as an ingroup or outgroup member, would prefer. When reasoning about gender and race categories, for example, children first demonstrate first-person preferences, with third-person preferences coming in only once categories are robust enough to support such inferences (Shutts, Pemberton Roben, & Spelke, 2013). Including both measures of first-person and third-person preferences here allows us to explore further nuance in the development of ethno-national flag categories. We predict that reasoning about ethno-national flags will initially be employed for first-person preferences, then subsequently adapted for reasoning about other ingroup and outgroup members’ preferences.

Second, by investigating children’s reasoning about flags across three societies, we aim to explore both between- and within-society variation. Between societies, we predict that socio-political factors and the nature of intergroup relations will affect children’s ethno-national categories (Bar-Tal, 1997; Oppenheimer, 2011); children exposed to more recent periods of violence may develop ethno-national flag categories earlier and more robustly. To explore within-society variation based on group status, we include samples from the majority, as well as the conflict-related ethno-national minority (NI: Protestant/Catholic; RNM: Macedonian/Albanian; Kosovo: Albanian/Serbian). That is, although there may be other minority groups, the study focuses on the two ethno-national groups underpinning intergroup conflict. There is evidence that children living in the same geographical setting, but belonging to different ethno-national groups, differentially identify with their nationality (Barrett, 2002; Gallagher & Cairns, 2011; Reizábal, et al., 2004) and prefer different ethno-national symbols (Connolly, 2003; Moodie, 1980). For instance, a qualitative interview of children in NI found that Protestant
children preferred the British Union Jack flag while Catholic children expressed preferences for the Irish tricolour flag (Connolly, 2003). We hypothesize majority and minority status children may demonstrate different levels of categorization of, and preferences for, ingroup versus outgroup ethno-national flags. Past research finds children in ethnic majorities exhibit stronger ingroup preferences than children in ethnic minorities (e.g. Griffiths & Nesdale, 2006), however less is known about differences by group status in post-accord societies.

Lastly, we aim to explore children’s preferences for flags symbolizing unity versus division. After conflict, flags may also be used as tools for building cohesion rather than continued division. Children’s understanding of the symbolic functions of flags shifts across development; not only symbolizing ‘us and them,’ children begin to understand flags as conventionally agreed symbols representing people sharing common allegiances and goals (Wienstein, 1957). Moreover, children view flags as social conventions that can be altered by consensus or shared agreement (Helwig & Prencipe, 1999). Thus, children’s developing ability to understand flags as shared symbols lends promise to generations born of peace being agents of change, consistent with the Developmental Peacebuilding Model (Taylor, 2020). Toward that end, in the Balkans we explore majority and minority group children’s preferences for ethno-national flags flown together or apart.

**Method**

**Participants**

*Northern Ireland*

Children were recruited through six schools, three state-controlled, de facto Protestant schools and three Catholic maintained schools. Based on exclusion criteria, ten participants born outside of the British Isles or Ireland and nine children belonging to other ethnic minorities were removed from
analyses. The final sample included 291 5- to 10-year old children (51% male, $M_{age} = 7.53$, $SD = 1.56$). The sample was evenly split by background (49% Protestant, 51% Catholic).

**Republic of North Macedonia**

Children were recruited from two schools located in mixed municipalities. Both schools had two languages of instruction, Macedonian and Albanian, and children attended classes in one of those languages based on their ethnicity. One school was located in a town where Albanians are the local majority and the other school was located in a big city where Macedonians are the local majority. Fourteen participants were removed because they belonged to another ethnic minority. The final sample consisted of 192 6- to 10-year-old children (55% male, $M_{age} = 8.38$, $SD = 1.40$) and evenly split by ethnic background (45% Macedonian, 55% Albanian).

**Kosovo**

Albanian children were recruited through two majority-Albanian schools. Due to political tensions at the time of recruitment, some Serbian participants were recruited from two majority-Serbian schools (N=64), while others were recruited directly by the local RA and tested in their homes (N= 35). Eight participants were removed because they belonged to other ethnic minorities. The final sample included 220 6- to 10-year-old children (50% male, $M_{age} = 8.07$, $SD = 1.31$) and evenly split by background (54% Albanian, 46% Serbian).

**Materials and Design**

Flag images were presented as part of a larger study investigating children’s first- and third-person preferences, and categorization of, a variety of ethnic group symbols (see Taylor et al., 2020a; Tomovska Misoska et al., 2020; and Maloku, Derks, Van Laar, Ellemers, Taylor, & Dautel, under review for reports on children’s categorization of and preference for ethnic symbols in each society). Within the current study, children were presented with *divided flag trials*; this included paired images of
flags from the dominant conflict-related national categories in each site (Figure 1). Children in the two Balkan sites (but not in NI) were also presented with an integrated flag trial to explore preferences for shared national symbols (Figure 2). In RNM, the integrated flag trial presented an image of participants’ ingroup flag only paired with an image of their ingroup and outgroup flags flown together. In Kosovo, the integrated flag trial presented an image of participants’ ingroup flag only paired with an image of their ingroup flag paired with the new national Republic of Kosovo flag. On all trials, the side of the screen each flag appeared on was randomized across children.

In the categorization question capturing ethno-national awareness, children were presented with the divided flag trial and asked to select which flag ‘belonged’ to a labelled category. NI children were randomly presented with one of four labels representing nationality or ethno-religious identity (“Which of these is British/Irish/Protestant/Catholic). Balkan children were randomly presented one of two labels (Kosovo: “Which of these is Albanian/Serbian;” RNM: “Which of these is Macedonian/Albanian). Whether children were presented an ingroup or outgroup label was randomly assigned across children. Researchers assisted children in dragging and dropping the chosen flag into a labelled box. Responses to this task were coded for accuracy of sorting images to the social label, whereby accurate sorting responses were coded 1, and inaccurate sorting responses were 0.

To explore children’s first-person preference we asked, “which one do you like better?” and children selected which of the two flags they preferred. Children were first presented with the divided flag trial; selection of an ingroup flag was coded 1 and selection of an outgroup flag was coded 0. Balkan children were then presented with the integrated flag trial; selection of an ingroup flag was coded 1 and selection of the integrated flags was coded 0.

To learn children’s third-person preference participants were introduced to a fictitious, gender-matched target child from their society, represented as a simple cartoon face, and asked about this other
child’s preferences. Whether the fictitious child was labelled an ingroup or outgroup member was randomly assigned across children. For example, the researcher would read “This is a girl/boy from Kosovo. She/he is Albanian/Serbian.” Children in all sites were again presented with the divided flag trial. The researcher asked: “Which one does he/she like better?” Results were coded such that choosing the ingroup flag of the target character was coded 1, while choosing the outgroup flag of the target character was coded 0. Balkan children were then presented with the integrated flag trial and asked about the same target ingroup or outgroup character’s preference; selection of the target character’s ingroup flag flying alone was coded 1, and selection of the integrated flags was coded 0.

The order in which children were presented categorization, first-person and third-person questions was randomized across children. For the first-person preference and third-person preference questions, participants saw a randomly selected subset of ten pairs of images from the broader study of ethnic symbols, resulting in only approximately 50% of the total sample of participants viewing the divided flag trial for these questions. The order in which the flag trials appeared amongst other symbol pairs in the broader study was also randomized.

Procedure

All procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee at Author Identifying University. In schools, principals provided informed consent. All parents also provided informed consent and provided the demographic information for the child; children provided assent prior to participating by pointing at a happy face to opt in or a frown face to opt out. Research assistants (RAs) across sites were trained as part of the Author Identifying Lab. Children completed the study, one-on-one with a RA in a quiet area of their school or home. Testing sessions were delivered via Qualtrics on tablets and lasted approximately 15 minutes. RAs followed a script in the child’s native language (e.g., Serbian, Albanian, Macedonian, or English). Each task began with an introductory slide where the researcher provided a
brief overview, reassured the participant that there were no right or wrong answers, and answered any questions before beginning. Throughout the session, children were rewarded with stickers, and at completion, received a certificate and a small prize. Preliminary analyses did not identify any significant differences in children’s responses across RAs.

Results

Divided Flag Trials

One sample t-tests were conducted to examine flag categorization and preferences against chance. Overall, children demonstrated accuracy in categorizing flags; on the categorization task, 85% children selected the accurate national label ($t(700)= 63.75, p < .001$). Children also demonstrated strong preferences for their ingroup versus outgroup flag; in the first-person preference question, 92% children reported liking their ingroup flag better ($t(418)= 31.2, p < .001$). On the third person preference question, 78% children reported a fictitious child would prefer their ingroup flag too ($t(451)= 14.43, p < .001$). A further series of one-sample t-tests, with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons ($p= .05/16= .003$), revealed that in each site children demonstrated first-person preferences for ingroup flags by age 6 (Figure 3), accurate categorization of flags by age 6 in Kosovo and RNM, but not until age 7 in NI (Figure 4), and hypothesized third-person preferences by age 7 in Kosovo and RNM, but not until age 9 in NI (Figure 5).

Chi-square tests demonstrate that children were equally accurate in categorizing flags when presented with an ingroup or outgroup label across each setting. However, when predicting third-person preferences, participants’ choices were influenced by the group membership of the target character presented. Across settings, 87.8% of participants predicted a fictitious ingroup member would have an ingroup flag preference (e.g. a Catholic participant matched a Catholic character to the Irish Tricolor flag), while only 68.8% of participants predicted a fictitious outgroup member would have an outgroup
flag preference (e.g. a Catholic participant matched a Protestant character to the British Union flag; $\chi^2 (1)= 23.72, p< .001$). In other words, children were more likely to predict ingroup members’ preferences in the hypothesized direction than outgroup members’ preferences.

Binary logistic regressions were conducted for each question type to explore the influence of children’s age, gender, group status, and research setting (two dummy variables: Kosovo = 1 and all else =0; RNM= 1 and all else = 0) on flag categorization and preferences. First, a logistic regression model testing whether age, gender, group status, and research setting would predict the likelihood that participants would accurately categorize a flag to a given label was significant ($\chi^2 (5) = 163.71, p < .001$), explaining 36.8% (Nagelkerke $R^2$) of the variance in flag categorization and accurately classified 86.7% of cases (Table 1). According to the model, the log of the odds of a child accurately categorizing a flag was positively related to age. Females had 2.12 times higher odds of accurately categorizing flags than males. Children in RNM (97.9%) and Kosovo (94.1%) were more likely to categorize flags accurately than children in NI (70.3%). Whether children were minority or majority group status did not relate to their accuracy in flag categorization.

Next, a logistic regression model testing whether age, gender, group status, and research setting would predict the likelihood that participants would demonstrate first-person preferences for their ingroup flag was significant, $\chi^2 (5) = 38.89, p < .001$. The model explained 20.9% (Nagelkerke $R^2$) of the variance in first-person flag preferences and correctly classified 92.1% of cases. Of the five predictor variables, four were statistically significant: age, group status, and RNM and Kosovo dummy variables (Table 1). Increasing age was associated with an increased likelihood of an ingroup flag preference. Children in the majority status group had 4.35 times higher odds of demonstrating an ingroup flag preference compared to children in the minority status group. Children in RNM (98.3%) and Kosovo
(95.5%) were more likely to choose their ingroup flag than children in NI (83.7%). Children’s gender did not relate to their flag preference.

Lastly, a logistic regression model testing the effects of age, gender, group status, and research setting on the likelihood that participants would predict third-person flag preferences was statistically significant, $X^2(5) = 71.28, p < .001$. The model explained 22.4% (Nagelkerke $R^2$) of the variance in third-person flag preferences and accurately classified 79.2% of cases. Age and group status were statistically significant predictors of third-person flag preferences (Table 1) such that increasing age was associated with an increased likelihood of predicting another’s ingroup versus outgroup flag preference. Compared to children in the minority status group, children from the majority status group had 0.44 times lower odds of predicting another’s ingroup flag preference. Only 70.9% of children from the majority status group predicted another’s ingroup flag preference compared to 85.6% of children from the minority status group. Children in RNM (86.0%) and Kosovo (84.3%) were more likely to predict another’s ingroup flag preference than children in NI (64.7%). Children’s gender did not relate to their predictions of others’ ingroup flag preferences.

**Integrated Flag Trials**

**RNM: Ingroup Flag Alone Versus Two Ethno-National Flags Flown Together**

One sample t-tests were conducted to examine first and third-person preferences for an ingroup flag over integrated flags against chance. RNM children demonstrated *first-person preferences* for their ingroup flag flown alone versus the two ethnic flags flown together ($M = .79, SD = .41, t(219)= 3.45, p = .001$) and predicted another target character would hold preferences for their ingroup flag flown alone too ($M = .80, SD = .40, t(188)= 10.51, p < .001$). A binomial logistic regression model investigating influence of age, gender, and group status on RNM children’s *first-person flag preference* was only marginally significant ($X^2 (3) = 7.29, p = .06$), demonstrating a trend toward increased preference for the
ingroup flag flown alone with age (Table 2). However, a binomial logistic regression investigating the effects of age, gender, and group status on the likelihood that participants would predict another child’s preference for their ingroup flag flown alone versus two flags flown together was statistically significant, $X^2 (3) = 14.70, p = .002$. The model explained 11.9% (Nagelkerke $R^2$) of the variance in others’ flag preferences and correctly classified 80.4% of cases. Of the three predictor variables, only age was statistically significant (Table 2). Increasing age was associated with an increased likelihood of predicting another’s ingroup flag only preference versus integrated ingroup and outgroup flags. Children’s gender nor group status related to their predictions of others’ flag preferences.

Kosovo: Ingroup Flag Alone Versus Ingroup Flag Together with National Kosovar Flag

In Kosovo, a one-sample t-test conducted to examine children’s first-person preferences for their ingroup flag flown alone, versus their ingroup flag flown together with the national Kosovar flag, did not differ from chance ($M = .52, SD = .50, t(219) = .67, p = .50$). However, children’s first-person preferences varied by group status ($X^2 (1) = 130.69, p < .001$). Children in the Albanian, majority-status group preferred the image of the Albanian flag flown together with the Kosovo national flag over the Albanian flag flown alone ($M = .17, SD = .38, t(118) = -9.64, p < .001$). However, children in the Serbian minority status group preferred the Serbian flag flown alone versus the Serbian flag flown together with the Kosovo national flag ($M = .94, SD = .24, t(100) = 18.64, p < .001$). A binomial logistic regression investigating the effects of age, gender, and group status on the likelihood that participants would prefer their ingroup flag flown alone versus two flags flown together was statistically significant, $X^2 (3) = 156.11, p < .001$. The model explained 67.8% (Nagelkerke $R^2$) of the variance in others’ flag preferences and correctly classified 88.2% of cases. The model confirmed the findings above by group status, and additionally found that with age, children demonstrated a decreased preference for the ingroup flag flown alone (Table 3). Children’s gender was not related to their integrated flag preferences.
When asked about *third-person preference*, again, overall, children’s predictions of others’ preferences for integrated flags did not differ from chance ($M = .55$, $SD = .50$, $t(219) = 1.62$, $p = .11$). But, children’s third-person preferences differed by group status ($X^2(1) = 71.17$, $p < .001$). On the one hand, children from the Albanian majority-status group believed a target character would prefer an ethno-national ingroup flag flown together with the Kosovar national flag over an ethno-national ingroup flag flown alone ($M = .29$, $SD = .46$, $t(118) = -4.91$, $p < .001$), regardless of whether the target character was labelled as an Albanian ingroup or Serbian outgroup member. On the other hand, children from the Serbian minority-status group believed a target character would prefer an ethno-national ingroup flag flown alone versus an ethno-national ingroup flag flown together with the Kosovar national flag ($M = .86$, $SD = .35$, $t(100) = 10.46$, $p < .001$), regardless of whether the target character was labelled as an Albanian outgroup or Serbian ingroup member. A binomial logistic regression modelling the influence of age, gender, and group status on children’s *third-person integrated flag preferences* (Table 3; $X^2(3) = 77.61$, $p < .001$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = .40$), confirmed these differences by group status, but neither age nor gender were significant predictors.

**Discussion**

Across three post-accord generations of children born after the height of conflict, we demonstrate that the symbolic nature of children’s national categories is rooted in group-based cognition. Overall, children displayed early awareness of, and ingroup preferences for, ethno-national flags. In addition, by at least middle-childhood, children’s ethno-national social categories shaped systematic predictions about others’ group-based preferences for flags. Children’s group-based cognition was stronger in the Balkan countries, where history of conflict is more recent and perhaps more salient, than in NI. Children from majority groups demonstrated stronger ingroup flag preferences, while children from minority groups demonstrated more accurate flag categorization, and were more likely to infer others’ flag
preferences in the hypothesized direction. Given the option of divided or integrated flags, most children preferred division. However, children from the majority group in Kosovo demonstrated a preference for the new, supra-ethnic national flag flown together with their ingroup ethno-national flag. We discuss theoretical implications for children’s development of national categories, and practical implications for the potential of symbols to unite divided nations.

Development of Ethno-National Flag Categories

In line with Social Identity Development Theory (SIDT, Nesdale, 1999; 2004), children demonstrated early awareness of, and preferences for, ethno-national flags; both increase with age. Adding to the literature on children’s developing awareness of ethnic and national symbols (Barrett, 2013; Connolly, 2003; Taylor et al., 2020a; Tomovska Misoska et al., 2020), flags are meaningful symbols for young children, representing abstract and largely invisible ethno-national categories. Yet, while SIDT predicts that ethnic awareness emerges first, followed by ethnic preference (Nesdale, 1999), this developmental pattern was not clear with ethno-national flags. For example, children in the Balkans accurately categorized ethno-national flags and demonstrated first-person flag preferences at age six, the age in which children enter primary school. In NI, children’s first-person preferences were present by age six, but accurate categorization appeared at age seven. It is possible that in settings of intergroup tensions where ethno-national emblems are particularly salient, ingroup preferences emerge early for familiar symbols, in line with, or followed by knowledge of category labels. To further investigate the developmental patterns of awareness of, and preference for, ethno-national symbols, studies of younger children across societies with and without historic intergroup conflict is necessary.

Our study design allowed for further investigation of the robustness of children’s ethno-national categories across development by probing third-person preferences, in which children predicted another’s flag preference. While first-person preferences emerged by age six, third-person preferences...
for the ingroup ethno-national flag emerged by age seven in the Balkans, and by age nine in NI. Like children’s reasoning about gender and race categories (Shutts, et al., 2013), here we find that reasoning about ethno-national flags is initially employed for first-person preferences. Third-person preferences may emerge only once categories are robust enough to support such inferences. Moreover, despite children being equally accurate at categorizing ingroup and outgroup ethno-national flags, children’s third-person preferences were influenced by whether the target character was an ingroup or an outgroup member. Children were more likely to predict an ingroup target would prefer an ingroup flag compared to predicting an outgroup target would prefer an outgroup flag (e.g. a Catholic participant was more likely to predict another Catholic child would prefer the Irish tricolor flag than they were to predict a Protestant child would prefer the British Union flag). The nuance in children’s third-person preferences may be due to the development of tangential socio-cognitive processes, such as perspective-taking skills, which are also affected by intergroup cognition. For instance, young children tend to use more mental state words (e.g. want, know) when describing ingroup versus outgroup actions (McLoughlin & Over, 2017), and Turkish adolescents were more accurate at inferring mental states of Turkish ingroup members than Syrian outgroup members (Gönültaş, Selçuk. Slaughter, Hunter & Ruffman, 2019). Alternatively, differences in third-person flag preferences based on group membership of the target may also have resulted from children selecting their own ingroup flag more often, regardless of how the target character was labelled. Future research should investigate tangentially developing social and cognitive skills in relation to the development of third-person preferences.

**Between- and Within-Society Variation in Ethno-National Flag Categories**

As predicted, there was both between-and within-society variation in children’s ethno-national flag categories and preferences. Children in the Balkans were more likely to accurately categorize ethno-national flags and were more likely to demonstrate first- and third-person preferences for the
ingroup flag, compared to children in NI. This may be due to differences in the recency of intergroup conflict between Balkan societies and NI. Such differences in children’s ethnic awareness and ingroup identification based on competition or intergroup conflict may result in the development of outgroup prejudice (Nesdale, et al., 2005; Oppenheimer, 2011). Further study of children’s social motivations in post-accord societies are warranted, given the implications for later intergroup relations.

Moreover, consistent differences in ethno-national flag categorization and preferences were found based on children’s majority versus minority group status within all three societies. Consistent with past research finding stronger ingroup preferences among children belonging to racial and ethnic majority groups (e.g. Aboud, 1988; Griffiths & Nesdale, 2006), children in ethno-national majority-status groups were more likely to demonstrate first-person ingroup flag preferences compared to children in minority-status groups. Again, in line with SIDT, threats to majority group status in such contexts of historic ethno-national conflict may motivate stronger ingroup preferences, with potential consequences for outgroup prejudice (Nesdale et al., 2005; Oppenheimer, 2011). However, children in minority-status groups across all three post-accord societies were more likely to accurately categorize ethno-national flags and more likely to accurately infer third-person flag preferences. The greater robustness in minority-status children’s ethno-national categories may result from motivations to attend to meaningful group symbols in order to successfully and safely navigate complex social environments. Parents of children in ethnic minorities may be more likely to engage in ethnic socialization and preparation for bias (Hughes et al., 2006). Future research should explore influences of different social motivations between- and within-societies on the development of ethno-national categories and preferences, which in turn have implications for conceptions of nationality and peacebuilding.

**Children’s Preferences for Divided versus Integrated Flags**
Lastly, explorations of divided versus integrated flag preferences in the Balkans provide insight into the potential of symbols for building united nations. In RNM, children preferred divided versus integrated ethno-national symbols, and expected another would prefer divided symbols too. Both first- and third-person preferences for division increased with age. In Kosovo, children in the Serbian minority group also preferred their ingroup ethno-national flag flown alone. However, children in the Albanian majority group preferred the new, supra-ethnic Kosovo national flag flown together with their ingroup flag. Interestingly, in Kosovo, children expected other’s preferences would match their own preferences regardless of ethnic background, such that Albanian children predicted either another Albanian or Serbian child would also prefer an ethno-national ingroup flag (i.e. Albanian) flown together with the Kosovo national flag, while Serbian children predicted another Albanian or Serbian child would prefer an ethno-national ingroup (i.e. Serbian) flag flown alone. In Kosovo, children’s differing preferences for the new Republic of Kosovo flag by ethno-national background are in line with findings with children’s and adults’ ethnic and national identification. In recent work (Maloku, et al., under review), the Albanian children developed a preference for the Kosovar identity with age, while for Serb children this was not the case. Similarly, Albanian adults in Kosovo report identification with both the ethnic Albanian identity and the national Kosovar identity to a similar degree, while Serbs identify highly with their Serbian ethnicity, but not the national Kosovar identity (Maloku et al., 2016). Yet, across groups, children in Kosovo demonstrated a decreased preference for an ethno-national flag flown alone with age. Thus, there is potential for children born in generations of peace to identify with uniting national symbols across development, and in turn, these children may be more open to unfreezing conflict dynamics (Taylor et al., 2014; Taylor, Štambuk, Čorkalo Biruški, & O’Driscoll, 2020b). Future research might investigate factors that predict preferences for uniting national symbols, with an eye towards inclusive practices for minority-status groups.
Ethnic and Civic Conceptions of Nationality

Taken together, these findings add to our theoretical understanding of children’s conceptualization of nationality. In contexts of historic intergroup conflict, children are aware of, and identify with, flags relating to ethno-national group membership. In some cases, children’s ethno-national flag preferences differ from the official national flag. For instance, in NI and RNM, where the official ‘national’ flag aligns with the historic ethnic majority group (e.g. the only official flag of NI is that of the United Kingdom), children demonstrate awareness of both the national flag and the other conflict-related ethno-national flag. Yet, early flag preferences differed across children in the same society, and children from minority-status groups demonstrated preferences for the flag of their ethno-national ingroup, over the official symbol of their ‘nation.’ Future research may explore children’s reasoning about other national symbols, such as passports (e.g. citizens in Northern Ireland can opt for an Irish or United Kingdom passport as a result of the peace accord).

Political science and sociology literature differentiate between two conceptions of nationality: ethnic and civic (Smith, 2001). Under an ethnic theory of nationality, national category membership is derived from descent and common ancestry, resulting in a focus on native ethnic traditions and symbols. Alternatively, under a civic theory of nationality, national category membership is derived through legal definitions of citizenship, and measured by commitment to the nation’s institutions, which may change based on consensus. In post-accord regions, children’s preference for ingroup ethno-national flags points towards an early ethnic conception of nationality, with import placed on their native ethnic symbols. This is consistent with evidence that children may initially conceptualize national category membership as biologically inherited (Davoodi, Soley, Harris & Blake, 2019; Hussak & Cimpian, 2019) and believe that it is not possible to hold more than one civic identity (e.g. Northern Irish and British; Jahoda, 1963a). While these beliefs tend to decline with age (Feeney et al., 2020; Jahoda, 1963a; Hussak &
Cimpian, 2019), an early ethnic construal of nationality might give rise to greater identification with ingroup ethno-national symbols.

Yet, there is further evidence that even young children evidence both ethnic and civic conceptions of nationality (Feeney et al., 2020), at least for national categories without history of conflict. In NI, four- to eleven-year-old children presented with hypothetical vignettes about an immigrant child whose parents were Polish but who grew up in NI, and provided with varied information about the immigrant child’s place of birth (Poland versus NI) and accent (Polish versus Northern Irish). Children were asked the nationality of the immigrant child. Across vignettes, children’s modal response was ‘both Polish and Northern Irish,’ suggesting that children do not have a strict ethnic nor a strict civic theory of nationality. Rather children’s conceptions of national categories can be characterized by elements of both types of theories (Feeney et al., 2020). Further research is necessary on children’s ethnic and civic conceptions of nationality in divided societies, including both newcomer nationalities as well as ethno-national categories relevant to the historic divide (e.g., Gallagher & Cairns, 2011). As suggested here, children in societies characterized by a salient, dichotomous social division may hold stronger ethnic theories of nationality. However, Albanian children in Kosovo held preferences for images integrating national and ethnic flags, suggesting the potential for the amalgamation of civic and ethnic conceptions of nationality in childhood. Using flags as conventionally agreed symbols of a common social identity (e.g. Maloku et al., 2016; McKeown, 2014) and to represent people sharing common allegiances and goals (Wienstein, 1957) may foster civic versus ethnic conceptions of nationality, which has been found to moderate the link between ingroup identification and outgroup prejudice (Pehrson, Vignoles & Brown, 2009).

Conclusion
We demonstrate children’s understanding of, and preference for, ethno-national flags across three post-accord societies. Children evidenced systematic reasoning about ethno-national categories despite the complexity of abstract national categories, especially in societies where nationality and national borders are historically contested. In line with SIDT, children’s ethno-national flag awareness and ingroup preference increased with age. Contextual factors such as socio-political context and group status influenced children’s ethno-national categories and preferences. When presented with integrated versus divided ethno-national symbols, most children preferred division. Such group-based national cognition in children aligns with ethnic construals of nationality, which has potential implications for intergroup relations. Future research should investigate factors that promote unifying national symbols, while also protecting the rights of minority groups (e.g. Maloku et al., 2016; McKeown, 2014), among future generations in divided societies.
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### Table 1. Binomial Logistic Regression Models Predicting Likelihood of Ethno-National Flag Categorization or Preferences based on Age, Gender, Group Status and Research Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>95% CI for Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accurate Flag Categorization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>42.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.53 - 2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (Female = 1, Male = 0)</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.28 - 3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Status (Maj=1, Min=0)</td>
<td>- .37</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.155</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.42 - 1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo dummy (Kosovo= 1)</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>30.11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>3.23 - 11.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNM dummy (RNM= 1)</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>5.42 - 43.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>26.42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-Person Preference for Ingroup Flag</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.10 - 1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (Female = 1, Male = 0)</td>
<td>- .16</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.677</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.39 - 1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Status (Maj=1, Min=0)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1.82 - 10.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo dummy (Kosovo= 1)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.29 - 7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNM dummy (RNM= 1)</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>9.92</td>
<td>2.23 - 44.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.127</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third-Person Preference for Ingroup Flag</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>28.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.35 - 1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (Female = 1, Male = 0)</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.69 - 1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Status (Maj=1, Min=0)</td>
<td>-.81</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.27 - 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo dummy (Kosovo= 1)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.62 - 5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNM dummy (RNM= 1)</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>1.30 - 4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-2.52</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Flag Categorization: Model $\chi^2 (5) = 163.71, p < 0.001$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = 0.37$

2 First-Person Preference: Model $\chi^2 (5) = 38.89, p < 0.001$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = 0.21$

3 Third-Person Preference: Model $\chi^2 (5) = 71.28, p < 0.001$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = 0.22$
Table 2. Binomial Logistic Regression Models Predicting Likelihood of Integrated Flag Preferences in the Republic of North Macedonia based on Age, Gender and Group Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First-Person Preference for Ingroup Flag over Integration of Flags</th>
<th>Third-Person Preference for Ingroup Flag over Integration of Flags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (Female = 1, Male = 0)</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Status (Maj = 1, Min = 0)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. **Binomial Logistic Regression Models Predicting Likelihood of Integrated Flag Preferences in Kosovo based on Age, Gender and Group Status**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First-Person Preference for Ingroup Flag over Integration of Flags</th>
<th>Third-Person Preference for Ingroup Flag over Integration of Flags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-.39</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (Female = 1, Male = 0)</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Status (Maj = 1, Min = 0)</td>
<td>-4.84</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. *First-Person Preference*: Model $\chi^2 (3) = 156.11$, $p < .001$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = 0.68$
2. *Third-Person Preference*: Model $\chi^2 (3) = 77.61$, $p < .001$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = 0.40$
Figure 1. *Divided Flag Trial Stimuli by Research Setting*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Majority Background Flag</th>
<th>Minority Background Flag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>British/Protestant</td>
<td>Irish/Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of North Macedonia</td>
<td>Macedonian</td>
<td>Albanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>Serbian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. *Integrated Flag Trial Stimuli by Research Setting and Child Ethnicity*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Ingroup Flag Preference</th>
<th>Integrated Flag Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republic of North Macedonia</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonian Participant</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of North Macedonia</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian Participant</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian Participant</td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbian Participant</td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Ingroup Flag" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Integrated Flag" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. *Children’s first-person ethno-national flag preferences by age and research setting*

Note. ‘ns’ refers to non-significant one-sample t-tests examining preference for own group flag (1) over outgroup flag (0) against chance ($M=0.5$) after Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons ($p=\frac{.05}{16}= .003$). All other bars are significant against chance.

*Data for 5yos in Kosovo and RNM not available*
Figure 4. *Children’s categorization of ethno-national flag to category label by age and research setting*

Note. ‘ns’ refers to non-significant one-sample t-tests examining children’s accurate pairing of ethno-national flag to category label (1) over inaccurate pairing ethno-national flag to category label (0) against chance ($M=0.5$) after Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons ($p=.05/16=.003$). All other bars are significant against chance.

*Data for 5yos in Kosovo and RNM not available.*
Figure 5. *Children’s third-person ethno-national flag preferences by age and research setting*

Note. ‘ns’ refers to non-significant one-sample t-tests examining children’s predictions that a labelled target character will prefer their own ingroup flag (1) over outgroup flag (0) against chance ($M = 0.5$) after Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons ($p = 0.05/16 = 0.003$). All other bars are significant against chance.

*Data for 5-year-olds in Kosovo and RNM not available*